States have, over recent decades, multilaterally agreed a range of international arms control and disarmament agreements that aim to address humanitarian or security concerns associated with specific sets of weapons technologies. This range of approaches should offer lessons and examples towards developing an effective international response to the issues raised by the deployment of remotely operated drone technologies in the use of force.

This paper seeks to contribute towards the goal of addressing the humanitarian and international norm-based concerns that have emerged around the use of these drones by assessing the value of weapons-focused approaches to humanitarian and security problems, and considering the different ways in which existing agreements operate to define, and respond to, the problems they focus on.

Following a consideration of the advantages and challenges of a weapons-focused approach to drones, this paper looks at: the range of ways different international agreements frame the problems they respond to; the types of political and legal documents that are agreed; the ways in which implementation and enforcement of these agreements can be approached; the relationship between new agreements and existing law; and the issue of how inclusive agreements and processes should be in order to be effective.
This paper does not propose the form any potential international agreement on drones should ultimately take: an international response to these issues could take many avenues, including the clarification of national policies, practices and legal positions, and/or an international legal or political agreement between states. Instead, it aims, by examining the range of approaches that have been taken to different weapons technologies, to help states and others to conceptualise the issues raised by the emergence of drones in the use of force. Though looking at legal as well as political agreements, it is not intended to be a legal analysis.

Multilateral arms control and disarmament agreements, whether politically or legally binding, generally range from those that prohibit a whole set of technologies (for example, anti-personnel landmines), to those that seek to restrict the spread of weapons to what the agreements have defined as the wrong hands (as for example the Arms Trade Treaty does in part). Agreements that lie somewhere in between may seek to restrict particular types of use, or use in certain places (as for example incendiary weapons are treated under the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons’ Protocol III).

With drones, a nuanced approach will likely be needed. Whilst drone warfare so far may represent a novel type of violence, with specific impacts on affected communities (resulting for example from drones’ constantly threatening over-flight), the challenges do not relate to the likelihood of force being applied indiscriminately, nor to the general problem of the accumulation of arms that some previous international agreements have sought to address.

Drones represent a significant development in weapons technology, through the new capabilities they make available to states and others, such as surveillance, persistence, and lack of physical risk to the attacker. These raise security and stability concerns around potential lowered thresholds for the use of force and a lack of shared understanding between states as to how drone incursions should be interpreted. They also carry significant humanitarian and human rights implications. When examining the use of armed drones by certain states thus far, it is clear that these unique technological features have enabled activities that have, in turn, been harmful to communities and to international norms in the use of force. Unsound legal and political justifications have then been applied to these activities. The key problem with drones lies at this intersection of risky technological potentials and the erosion of norms, which both need to be addressed.²

Given this, an international response to armed drones focussing only on restrictions and good practice in their export or transfer will not be a sufficient response – though it is undoubtedly important.³ States must find a way to move beyond this, to more specifically define and reinforce the legal and normative boundaries that should govern where and how it might be acceptable for drones to be involved in the use of force – if such a role is to be accepted at all. The case has been made for the prohibition of armed drones as inhumane, unaccountable and dangerous tools of remote violence.⁴ Ultimately however, an effective and politically feasible response from states may currently lie somewhere between such a prohibition, and attempts to control the proliferation of drone technologies for the use of force.⁵ International agreements on weapons can proceed from the objective of addressing unacceptable humanitarian or other harms, or from the perspective of state security and maintaining balances of power.⁶ For the issue of drones in the use of force, states should focus on a response focused on addressing harm, rights and the protection of communities.⁷

**THE VALUE OF CONSIDERING DRONES AS A WEAPONS ISSUE**

Arms control and disarmament instruments are based on an assertion of the significance of certain technologies. This can be linked to the problematic characteristics, potentials, or uses of particular sets of weapons technologies (or sub-sets of these technologies), and the effects that these have on people and places, or on concepts of peace, security and stability.

More than fifty states have already endorsed an international agreement that asserts the significance of “armed or strike-enabled unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)” as a set of technologies: in 2016 the United States led the publication of a political declaration that outlined general principles pertaining to the “responsible export and subsequent use” of these drones.⁸ The declaration is framed around containing the implications of the growing proliferation of these technologies among states, focussing on the destabilising potentials of their misuse, and so the need for export to be guided by existing international principles, transparency and confidence building – whilst not interfering with states’ commercial and security interests.

This initiative has significant weaknesses and limitations – including the vagueness of the principles outlined; their weakness in comparison to recently developed standards, such as those contained in the Arms Trade Treaty; the restriction of the scope to export and future recipient users, to the exclusion of current use and indigenous producers; and the fact that it is being led by the state whose use of drones has the caused most concern, harm and controversy so far, and so who might not be considered in the best position to help define ‘responsible use.’⁹

Nevertheless, the declaration’s concern with ‘proliferation’ demonstrates that at least some states recognise armed drones as a significant development in weapons technology that may have specific implications.¹⁰ Concern about proliferation implies that the technology itself presents particular challenges: otherwise, general existing rules and regulations that apply to all weapons might be considered adequate to deal with a proliferating technology.

Addressing drones as a weapons technology gives states the opportunity to identify and respond to the specific risks these technologies pose, and the harms they have caused or could enable. At the same time, it can also provide states with the opportunity to strengthen support for international norms around the use of force that provide greater protection to communities more broadly, through clarifying and reaffirming how these apply to drones specifically.
There are additional logistical advantages to an arms control or disarmament approach to drones. It offers established international forums and treaty frameworks within which to pursue discussions, notwithstanding the potential for issue overload or congestion. Considerable expertise on disarmament issues already exists within the UN system, amongst a large civil society community, and amongst state representatives who specialise in this area.

Weapons-specific approaches do, however, also have limitations. Much of the concern that has been raised about drone use, for example, has centred on the interpretation of the law by user states – criticisms that can apply equally to other tactics in their counterterrorism campaigns. While contributing to broader standard setting, an international response to drones cannot address all of these issues directly. Similarly, international responses to particular weapons technologies can tend towards the exclusion of uses in law enforcement contexts and human rights from the agenda, and towards a focus on armed conflict. This would be important to avoid with drones, where the attempted erosion of the legal boundaries between armed conflict and other contexts has been a key issue. Furthermore, a focus on drones as a weapons technology cannot directly resolve the complex political issues and conflicts that current drone use sits within, nor the global power dynamics that make non-proliferation and containment strategies appear more attractive to some states than addressing the root causes of these conflicts.

Despite these limitations, weapons-focussed approaches can make a contribution within a complex global landscape by tackling specific aspects of the problem and contributing to broader norm building, making use of existing forums and established ways of working. Deploying these international resources to the issue of drones would have significant value, including in the context of wider questions around how new technologies are shaping states’ use of force, and how the international community can effectively monitor, regulate and control these developments. The international policy landscape is currently not keeping pace with developments in technology and use – and drones have not yet seen significant international discussion on the level of general principle (rather than a focus on the conduct of particular states) about what their role should be.

HOW WEAPONS AGREEMENTS FRAME THE PROBLEMS THEY CONTROL

Multilateral agreements responding to arms issues frame and draw the boundaries around the systems that they seek to control in different ways. The way the problem is stated, in turn, supports and informs the type of solution that is offered and agreed in the instrument. A spectrum of approaches can be observed, whereby states may decide that certain weapons are a ‘problem’ for the sake of an international agreement for the following reasons:

1. **Availability to undesirable users**
   Preventing access to weapons by “unauthorised” end users and for “terrorist acts” is part of the stated problem with the global trade in all conventional weapons that the Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) aims to respond to, for example. The ATT recognises the right of states to trade arms. Non-state armed groups are often considered to be undesirable users by states.

2. **Availability to states beyond a certain group, or to some definition of ‘too many’ states**
   A key measure agreed in the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT), was to prevent the spread of these weapons of mass destruction after the date of the agreement, at which point five states were in possession of them. This represented a prohibition to “non-nuclear weapon states,” and a prohibition on transfer and a commitment to disarmament for other states. The NPT remains a very important measure for addressing the danger nuclear weapons pose to all. However, a central tension in ‘non-proliferation’ approaches today is why, rather than being restricted for all states, problematic technologies should be available to some – who see themselves as having particular security interests or important global roles – but not others.

3. **Availability that might enable already unacceptable practices/uses**
   The Hague Code of Conduct on Ballistic Missile Proliferation focuses on preventing access to systems that can be used to deliver weapons of mass destruction – around which there are already international taboos. The ATT also seeks to prevent exports where end uses may be illegal or undesirable. Due to their scope, these kinds of agreements do not address current possessors’ abilities to carry out unacceptable practices with the same weapons.

4. **Unintended harms from use need to be mitigated**
   Protocol V to the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW) aims to “minimise the risks and effects of explosive remnants of war in post-conflict situations.” It requires states to undertake clearance activities and protect populations, and also to undertake documentation/recording of weapon use and assist victims.

5. **Certain types or subsets of a technology are seen as particularly problematic**
   Protocol II to the CCW, and the more recent Amended Protocol II, contain very detailed specifications of the exact types of mines and booby traps they prohibit. These include those disguised as harmless objects, mines that are undetectable, or those that are activated by mine detectors. Many states found the technical specification approach of AP II insufficient to deal with the overarching humanitarian problem of anti-personnel landmines, leading to the negotiation of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention. This prohibited these technologies as a whole.

6. **Use in certain places is seen as particularly problematic**
   The use of incendiary weapons in populated areas or “concentrations of civilians” is the main problem addressed in CCW Protocol III, which also addresses the problematic nature of incendiary attacks on forests or “plant cover.” Protocol III prohibits attacks on targets with air-delivered incendiary weapons in concentration of civilians, and of attacking targets in concentrations of civilians at all unless these are “clearly separated” from civilians. Place also features in AP II, with the use of otherwise prohibited technologies permitted within a “perimeter-marked area” controlled by a state, and restrictions placed on use in “concentrations of civilians.” The use of mines in the sea or waterways is excluded from the scope of Protocol II.
7. The weapon is not acceptable in particular contexts defined in other ways, such as the legal context

Legal context can affect states’ choices in the tools employed in the use of force. For example, explosive weapons are rarely used, though not explicitly prohibited, in policing. The permissibility of certain weapons in different legal contexts can also feature in treaties. Riot control agents are widely used in policing for example, but are prohibited for use in war by the Chemical Weapons Convention. The amendment of the CCW in the early 21st century saw its scope expand to cover Non-International Armed Conflicts as well as International Armed Conflicts.

8. The whole set of technologies is seen as unacceptable in the use of force

A number of treaties prohibit an entire category of weapons, such as anti-personnel landmines, or cluster munitions (whose treaties also contain positive obligations for land clearance and the assistance/ rights of victims). Though categorical, these prohibitions may exclude related technologies by the definitions they use, or through the category they adopt (for example, other landmines are not addressed by the anti-personnel mine prohibition). Categorical prohibitions may also need to manage issues around when certain substances might be considered to meet the definition of a weapon, as the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention does.

This range of approaches is relevant to consider with respect to drones. States may wish to take an approach to addressing acceptable use that is based on considering different factors of context or place for example, in addition to looking at questions that are already emerging in international discussion regarding the availability of the technology to different users.

THE RANGE OF LEGAL AND POLITICAL RESPONSES

International agreements addressing weapons issues can take a variety of forms. It is beyond the scope of this paper to give a detailed assessment of what the efficacy of different approaches have been so far, and the factors that may have informed different levels of success. Rather, the approaches seen in the texts of different agreements are discussed here for consideration.

States may negotiate international legal agreements that place prohibitions or restrictions on what has been deemed problematic. These often contain certain caveats or explicit descriptions of permitted activities. A range of politically binding responses also exists. These include regulatory regimes that define common objectives and good practices, and other political instruments such as declarations that can serve broader goals and offer statements of principle.

Political commitments can, broadly, be divided in to declarations, regulations, guidelines and manuals. ‘Manuals’ are longer documents giving technical guidance and stating the law; ‘regulations’ are politically binding but may resemble treaties more closely in how they are written; ‘guidelines’ can help to clarify existing law and its application, and establish progressive standards; and ‘declarations’ are generally more broadly worded and can leave a reasonable amount of discretion to states in how they should be implemented. These different types of instrument can interact – for example, a declaration can lead to the elaboration of more detailed regulations, or can refer itself to the implementation of guidelines.

Implementation and enforcement

Two main approaches were seen for encouraging or ensuring the implementation of provisions in the international arms control and disarmament instruments analysed for this paper. These are, first, a reliance on strong norm setting, and the power of international political pressure, stigma and taboo in encouraging compliance from states. Concepts of responsibility, and adherence within a community of states with common goals, may also be important to agreements that operate on this basis. Such an approach is seen strongly in the text and operation of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention, for example. This is framed as a positive effort by states to confront a collective moral and humanitarian problem, and it invites and seeks to benefit from scrutiny by civil society.

A second approach in agreements is to rely on detailed systems of verification, and other methods of practical enforcement and sanctions, using highly elaborated provisions. The Chemical Weapons Convention, or the agreements that states conclude with the International Atomic Energy Agency, are examples of this approach. This operates partly on the assumption that states might find value in ‘cheating’ the regimes. Agreements may also contain elements of both of these broad approaches to compliance and implementation. Differences in approach may be informed by how much a technology or practice is seen as still desirable, despite the restrictions being put on it.
Whichever general approach is taken, political and legal agreements also rely on tools such as regular meetings for review, transparency reports, institutionalisation through bodies such as secretariats, and the promotion of national implementation measures. These tools can help to advance the goals of international instruments by ensuring that work continues beyond the agreement of a political or legal document.

NEW AGREEMENTS AND EXISTING LAW

States have, on occasion, put forward an argument that addressing specific weapons systems with new agreements could be dangerous or confusing for the existing international legal regime. Alternatively, they may argue that a new agreement that goes beyond reiterating a specific legal interpretation is the wrong response, if merely the correct application of the law is needed to address a problem. Some states have stated that existing law is adequate to deal with drones, as these technologies should be subject to the same legal considerations as other weapons.

Many of the agreements examined for this paper make substantial and explicit references to existing law and how the new agreement builds on and fits in to the international legal regime, in order to avoid these issues. None represented any rejection of applicability of the wider legal framework. Danger or confusion with existing law would only generally result if a new instrument sought to set lower or weaker standards than those previously considered applicable.

New agreements can enable the collective clarification of obligations in relation to specific practices or technologies where these may have been unclear, or where there may have been disagreement in interpretation or inconsistent application of the law between states. Patterns of harm have persisted with technologies that states had not initially considered inherently problematic or indiscriminate under existing laws, such as cluster munitions. This has led to the agreement of new, stronger standards to fill the legal gap. New agreements should seek to strengthen the overall framework and shape practice towards greater protection and security, through addressing specific systems and the issues they raise. This should not lead to fragmentation.

Finally, concerns are often raised over the problem of dual use or ‘peaceful uses’ of technologies, and the possibility that these may be undermined by agreements on the role of particular technologies in the use of force. A number of international agreements, including the biological and chemical weapons conventions, explicitly reference and deal with these issues in order to minimise the possibility of technical problems or the restriction of scientific research that may be beneficial to humanity.
INCLUSIVENESS AND INTERNATIONAL STANDARD SETTING

Inclusion, participation and how decisions are reached (for example, by consensus or otherwise) are political issues in international arms control and disarmament forums. Any new process should consider these.

An important question for any new international agreement on a weapons issue is how widely adopted it should be, or whether it must include certain states (such as the biggest users and producers), to be effective. There are currently no international weapons agreements that are endorsed by every country. However, this does not mean that progress has not been made amongst states parties to these agreements, or even states outside them. Many states that do not join particular agreements – even major users and producers – can still feel political pressure to conform to changes in the international regulatory environment, and the behavioural standards these set. This may be due to the positions of their allies, or in order to uphold their international standing in the context of increased stigma around certain behaviours or technologies.

Agreements that set clear standards even without the participation of all states, or without consensus agreement, can still be highly valuable to strengthening international norms.

In terms of which countries and other stakeholders should be included in the generation of international agreements, the consideration of issues of global concern such as the future of the use of force must arguably be open to all states and to others such as industry, civil society, and international organisations. These conversations should not be limited to states considered the most powerful, or the main users, producers, or likely future adopters of the technologies in question. A broader range of states and others have a stake in the implications of new technologies in the use of force, even if they will not have access to them. Research by Article 36 showed a clear pattern of the underrepresentation of lower income countries in multilateral processes dealing with disarmament and weapons issues, despite these countries often being more likely to be negatively affected by the trade and use of the systems under discussion.

States should carefully consider how a broad and inclusive conversation could be built to address the issues that new developments in weapons technologies raise.

CONCLUSION

With a greater number of states now acquiring drones for use of force purposes, the international community has an opportunity to set clear standards around drone technologies. Any international process to explore the role of drones in the use of force should be inclusive. It must go beyond addressing issues of responsible transfer, and necessary processes for accountability for past use, towards defining what the limits are to the acceptable uses of these technologies. In building such a conversation, it may be helpful to consider how humanitarian and security problems arising from the use of other weapons systems have been defined and controlled.

The restatement by states of their commitment to international law, and pressure on certain users of drones, has not so far succeeded in ending practices that have caused harm in communities and to international norms. This has broad implications for the control of violence internationally, as well as for democratic control and oversight, and the rights of victims and their communities. Addressing the role of drone technologies in the use of force would give states the opportunity to help strengthen international norms, whilst addressing the particular implications of the technologies themselves, using available international forums.

Taking as a starting point the harm current drone use is causing in communities, states should consider what trends they wish to prevent, and how a response might therefore be described. This could address in specific terms issues such as the limits and acceptable scope of military use and surveillance practices; how the rights of victims and the recording of casualties can be ensured; and how transparency, accountability and oversight procedures can be developed in order to help mitigate the risks of unacceptable practices and lowered thresholds for the use of force. International action is urgently needed to address harm already caused, and to prevent unacceptable patterns of harm in the future.
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